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Introductions

 Name

 Role/Organization

 What do you hope 

to get out of 

today’s session?



Agenda

 Public/private funding sources and grant seeking opportunities

 How to search for grants, with emphasis on free tools and resources

 Deciding if you should apply for a grant

 Writing the proposal

 Best practices, even if you don’t get the grant

 …and your questions!



1. What types of funders are out there?

 Independent foundation: Not governed by a benefactor, the 

benefactor’s family, or a corporation

 Family foundation: Funded by an endowment from a family. With 

family foundations, the family members of the donor(s) have a 

substantial role in the foundation’s governance.

 Corporate foundation: Created and financially supported by a 

corporation; different than a corporate giving program.

 Community foundation: Publicly sponsored organizations that make 

grants in a specific community or region. 

 Operating foundation: Primarily operate their own charitable 

programs, although some also make grants. 

 Government agency: Grants are awarded by a local/state/federal 

governmental entity to another entity, such an NGO or university



2. How do I find funders?

GrantStation Insider

Philanthropy News 

Digest RFP Bulletin

Funds for NGOs



2. How do I find funders?

Foundation Search (paid)

Foundation Directory Online (free and paid)

 Tip: Use a local Funding Information Network location to access 

their robust database for free. There are more than 400!

Grants.gov (free)



A Closer Look: Foundation Search



A Closer Look: Foundation Search



A Closer Look: Foundation Search



A Search’s Best Friend: 990-PF

Guidestar.org – it’s free!



3. What should I consider before applying?

 What do the foundation’s typical grants looks like, including average amount, 

grantee organizations, grant term, and type (unrestricted/programmatic, 

one-time/multi-year)?

 Does our work align with the foundation’s vision, values, and overall strategy?

 Do we have other sources of revenue for match or to show sustainability?

 Is our budget/timeline reasonable for the work proposed?

 Do we have the capacity to do the work or is this mission creep?

 Are we collaborating and seeking beneficiary input?

 Do we have an evaluation plan?

 Can we get a phone call with a program officer to discuss alignment?



4. What I might I encounter when writing a grant?

Logic Models (Informal and Formal)

 A “Logic Model” is the theory and assumptions underlying your program. That’s it!

 Inputs: The resources your organization devotes to a particular program

 Activities: What you do with the resources

 Outputs: What the program produces

 Outcome: Effect your program produces on the people or issues you serve or address

 Impact: long-term or indirect effects of your outcomes



4. What I might I encounter when writing a grant?

SMART Goals

S: Specific

M: Measurable

A: Achievable

R: Relevant

T: Time-bound



5. What are some best practices for grant seeking?

 Have a “go-time” folder

 Common proposal attachments, such as:

 Organizational Budget

 Audited Financial Statements

 990

 IRS Determination Letter

 Organizational Chart

 Annual Report

 Board List

 NICRA letter

 Boilerplate language, including your mission, and both a short (2-3 sentence) and 
long (2-3 paragraph) description of your organization

 Photos, media hits, testimonials/letters of support

 Key statistics/info—such as staff demographics, year incorporated, Tax ID/EIN, key 
phone numbers/email addresses, N of people served/volunteers



5. What are some best practices for grant seeking?

 Write for the reader and make no assumptions

 Have someone not “in the weeds” read before you submit

 Draft a brief two-pager for each program that can be used as a letter of 
inquiry, meeting leave behind, or summary for staff

 If you get the grant, schedule a kick-off! Pull everyone together (program, 
finance, grant lead) and walk through start/end dates, reporting 
requirements, tracking mechanisms and who does what. File EVERYTHING 
and set up meeting reminders for key dates!

 If you are declined, ask for feedback and debrief internally

 It’s all about the relationships.
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